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Abst ract - -A l l  operators which result from successive first.order Darboux transformations of the 
square of an arbitrary SchrSdinger operator are determined. When the SchrSdinger operator's po- 
tential solves the KdV equation, ratios and wronskians of the (zero) eigenfunctions give the solutions 
of the evolution equations whose Lax operators are the Darboux transformed operators. This is il- 
lustrated by determining the rational solutions derived from the Adler-Moser class of KdV solutions. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper completes the classification begun in [1], which considered only second-order Darboux 
transformations, by, in the first part, determining those differential operators which result from 
all first-order Darboux transformations of the square of an arbitrary (second-order) SchrSdinger 
operator. A consequence is the generation of all commuting pairs of linear Ordinary Differential 
Operators (ODOs) of orders four and six which are (Darboux) conjugate to the square of a 
second-order operator and having the singular (cusp) joint spectrum. In the second part, by 
assuming that the SchrSdinger potential evolves according to the KdV equation, these Darboux 
transformed operators are interpreted as Lax operators and the corresponding evolution equations 
are determined. The explicit solutions of these evolution equations are then written in terms of the 
eigenfunctions (for eigenvalue zero) of the square of the SchrSdinger (KdV) operator. This process 
is illustrated explicitly by using the decaying rational solutions Vn = 402 In #n of KdV where zgn 
are the Adler-Moser polynomials [2]. It is found in some cases that different combinations of the 
eigenfunctions generate different rational solutions for the one evolution equation. 
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2. ALL DARBOUX TRANSFORMATIONS 
This section characterizes the outcomes of all possible first-order Darboux transformations of 
the square of an arbitrary Schr6dinger operator. 
For the Schr6dinger operator K = D 2 + (1/2)V(x) (D d = ~) ,  fix a basis ¢, ¢, ¢, ¢ of ker g 2 
which satisfies 
g¢ = 0, g¢  = ¢, 
g¢ = 0, g¢  = ¢, (1) 
and further define p := W(¢,¢) and t¢ :=  p - l [w(¢ ,~)  - -  W(~,~))]. Both p and ~ are constants 
with p nonzero. Note in passing that W(¢, ¢, ¢, ¢) = p2, while the constant ~ can vanish depend- 
ing on the particular choice of basis. For each flag {0} C_ {Xio} C_ {Xio,Xil} C_ {Xio,Xh,X~2} C 
{X~o, Xh, X~2, X~3}, with distinct X% chosen from ¢, ¢, 0, and ¢, K 2 possesses a factorization 
g 2 = (D + v3)(D + v2)(D + Vl)(D + to) with ~ vi = 0, vi = Oz ln(Wi/Wi+l) ,  and Wi the 
wronskian of the first i eigenfunctions of the factorizing flag (Wo = 1). Here, we designate a flag 
by its top subspace and abbreviate w "= W(Xio, Xi~) with its value, therefore, depending on the 
flag under consideration. 
Of the 4! possible different flags (factorizations) we need only consider 12 since by simultane- 
ously interchanging ¢ with ¢ and ¢ with ¢, the remaining 12 flags are generated. For each flag, 
the factors vi can be expressed in terms of a few basic quantities. Define 
v := and u : - -= .  (2) 
¢ 
The various wronskians w of two eigenfunctions satisfy a number of identities which may be 
conveniently summarized by two first-order ODEs and their solution table 
v'w' + v2w =- pF(v), 
u'w' + u2w = pG(u), 
w FCv) GCu) 
w(¢,¢) 
V 
v(~v - 1) 
0 
u(~u - 1) 
U 
(3) 
This table lists the particular solutions w for their corresponding right-hand sides F(v) and G(u). 
Define also the logarithmic derivatives A := ¢'/¢, B := ¢ ' /¢ ,  C := ¢'/¢, and D := ~ ' /¢  which, 
from (1), can be expressed in terms of u and v as 
I v" v' I v 2 I u" u' i u 2 
A -  + C= + 
2 v' v 2 v"  2 u' u 2 u"  
1 v" 1 v 2 1 u" 1 u 2 
B -  D= 
2 v' 2 v"  2 u' 2 u'" 
(4) 
Also following from (1) are expressions for 
of ker K2; namely, 
the wronskians of any three eigenfunctions in the basis 
(5) 
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Using (2), (4), and (5), the factors vi of K 2 for each flag are listed in the last three columns of 
Table 1. 
A sequence of three first-order Darboux transformations of K ~ results from cycling counter- 
clockwise its first-order factors. For each flag, these are labelled sequentially by g = 1, 2, 3 with 
the fourth transformation again producing K 2 (see (6)). The results of these transformations are 
fourth-order ODOs L which in general are not perfect squares. 
PROPOSITION 1. All  f i r s t -o rder  Darboux transformations of  K 2 are listed in Table 1. Al l  of  the 
resulting operators L have the  form L = (D  2 + (1 /2 )a2)  2 + al D + Dal  + ao with coefficients given 
by either 
(a) a2 = --g"t/g'  +(1 /2) (g" /g ' )2 - - (1 /2 )g3(g+ 2"r)/(g') 2, al -~-  g', ao = --g2-[-Tg (if  al 7 ~ 0), or 
(b) a2 = -ao'"lao' + (X12)(a~o'la~o)2 - a]l(a'o) (if = o and a'o # o). 
I f  L has the fo rm (a),  Table 1 lists g, i f  L has the form (b), Table 1 lists ao, while i f  L is a perfect 
square (a~ = a0 = 0), Tab le  1 lists O. Flags i and 2 are the only cases producing (b) (for ~ = 2) 
and only when ,~ = O. In all cases which produce (a), "r -- 0 except for flags 1 and 2 for which 
r = 2/~, when ~ = 2 (,~ ¢ 0). 
REMARK. Since K 2 and K ~ commute, and Darboux transformations preserve this property, the 
operators L and L3+/2 commute and also have the joint eigenvalue spectrum #2 = A3. (Here the 
subscript plus denotes the differential operator part.) This explains the forms (a) and (b) which 
derive from the forms of commuting ODOs of orders four and six for the cusp #2 = A3 [3,4]. 
Starting from K 2, the gth Darboux transformation changes the previous coefficient of D 2 in L 
by -4v~_~ produc ing  the  sequence  
V ~=~ V-4u~ e=2 V_4(u~+ul) ~ V-4(v~+u~+u~) e=4 V, (6) 
Flag 
0 
s. o 
0 
,o. o 
{ , ,  o 
o 
Table 1. All Darboux transformations, and the factors vi, of K 2. 
~=I I=2 I=3 
V '~P(~ # o) 
W 
2p 
ao = - -  (~  = o)  
W 
'~--P (~ ¢ o) 
W 
ao =~ (~ = o)  
W 
0 
0 
P 
~0 
p 
W 
0 
o 
p 
p 
W 
o 
0 
vO 
W p 
-B  B -  
(~v-  1) W 
V1 V2 
w' (~Av - B) 
W t 
u -B  B - - -  
(au -  1) w 
'U ~2 
-B  B+ 
(~:v - 1) v' 
?)2 
0 -B  BT-~7 
IS W t 
-B  B -  
(~U-  1) 'W 
,tO t 
0 -B  B -  
W 
V V 2 
-A  A + 
(~;V -- 1) V' 
V2 
o -A  A+ 
V t 
-A  A - - -  
(~v - 1) w 
W'* 
0 -A  A - - -  'W 
o -A  A 
0 -A  A 
W (~V - -  1) 
w' (aCu - D) 
v 2 (aAv - B) 
v' (~v - 1) 
V 2 
- - - -  -A  
V t 
w'  (~Cu - D) 
w (~U-  1) 
W r 
A 
W 
v 2 (~Av - B) 
v'  (~v  - 1) 
V 2 
?)t 
w I (~Av - B) 
W (~;V -- 1) 
W p 
- -  -C  
w 
-A  
-C  
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of coefficients a2. The forms (a) and (b) are then recognised by courtesy of the identities 
w m 1 (w") 2 
- - -  A- i f  w = W(¢ ,  ¢), 
w' 2 (w') ~' 
w'" l (w") 2 1 p2 (~)  ( ) 
- -~-+2 (w') 2 2(w') 2' i fw=W ¢, o rW ¢,¢  , 
V = w m 1 (w") 2 ,  . (pw - (w') 2(1/4)a2p 2) , . ( . )  
---~7-+~(w,)------~+2 i fw=W ¢ ,¢  , 
v"' 3 (v") 2 l v a (v2~ ' _¢ 
v' 2 (v') 2 + 2 (v') - -5  + 2 ~, v' ] ' if v = ¢ or ~, 
(7) 
which again follow from (1), the identities V = 2(v-  B ' -B  2) = 2(u -D ' -D  2) = -2(A '+ A 2) = 
-2(C'  + C 2) and the relations (3) (see also [1]). The significance of Table 1 lies in describing the 
behaviour of the remaining coefficients a0 and al under this sequence (6) of changes. 
A by-product of the derivation of the forms (a) and (b) through Darboux transformations is 
the ability to write down explicitly the factorizations and joint eigenfunctions of the operators L 
and L 3/2 in various cases. This is not pursued here. 
3. ASSOCIATED EVOLUTION EQUATIONS 
If now V additionally depends upon a time parameter t and evolves under the KdV flow 
OtK = [K~_/2, K], implying the KdV equation 
1V. vt = 3 v v~ + -~ ~,  (8) 
then corresponding evolution equations are satisfied by the wronskians w and ratios v and u 
[L 3/4 L] where L is a Lax operator, resulting defined above. These equations derive from Lt = t + , 
from a Darboux transformation f K 2, whose coefficients are given in Table 1. Using (7) above, 
we can prove the following. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let V be given by (7) with p and ~ independent of t, then 
Vt=Mft  and ~ xzx+ VVx=MF( f ) ,  (9) 
where f is either any wronskian w in (7) or the ratios v or u, M is an f-dependent third-order 
differential operator and F is a differential rational expression i  f . Consequently, modulo ker M, 
the KdV equation for V implies the evolution equations ft -- F ( f )  given by 
( i )  = (l l4){w;x}, ffw = w(¢ ,¢) ;  
(ii) wjw. = (1/4){w; x} + (3/8)p' /wL it'w = W(¢, ~) or W(7, ¢); 
(iii) wt/w,  = (1/4){w;x} + (3/2)(p2~2/4- pw)/w 2, if w = W(@,¢); 
(iv) VtlV, = (l/4){V; X)-4-(318)V4/V 2, if v ---- Club or ¢/¢; 
where {w; x} := wxxx/wx - (3/2)w2~x/w 2 is the partial Schwarzian derivative. 
Note that the transformation v ~ p/w shows (ii) and (iv) to be the same equation. Equation (i) 
is the Vr-KdV equation [4], (ii) and (iv) appear in [5,6], and (iii) is the singular Krichever-Novikov 
equation [7,8] which relates the KdV and KP equations [8]. 
Rational Solutions of (i)-(iv) 
Consider the family of decaying rational solutions of the KdV equation given by Vn : 40~ In zgn, 
n > 0, where ~n are the Adler-Moser polynomials generated from the matrix of Schur polynomi- 
als pl for the partition (n, n - 1,..., 1) of the triangular number n(n + 1)/2, i.e., ~n = det(P), 
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ov i P~j = Pn+l-2 i+j ,  1 _< i , j  < n, with the pts having generating function exp(~-~ 1 xik  ), x l  = x, 
x3 = t. Let the subscript n indicate that  all quantit ies correspond to this V = Vn. 
The zero eigenfunctions of Kn = D 2 + 20~ lnOn are Cn = On-1/~gn and Cn = ~n+l/On and we 
can take Cn = --(~gn-S/Zgn)k'On a d (bn = (~gn-1/~qn)~n where 
z ~gnzgn_2 dx and (~n := dx dx + (-1)nx2n+3. :=  
#n-1 #2n 
With these choices, and taking Zgn = 1 for n _< 0, the differential recursions satisfied by the 
zgns [2] imply that  Pn = 1, nn = 0, and (consequently) W(¢n,  Cn) = W(¢n,¢n) ,  for all n. 
These eigenfunctions give rise to the solutions W(¢n,dYn ) of (i), W(¢n,  Cn), 1/vn, and 1/Un 
of (ii), W(¢n,  Cn) of (iii), and vn := Cn/¢n and an := Cn/¢n of (iv). In general, the solutions 
W(¢n,  (bn), 1/Vn, and 1/un of (ii) are all different. Although the KdV solutions Vn decay with 
large x, this is not the case with all the solutions of (i)-(iv) generated from them. 
EXAMPLE. As a concrete example, consider the case n = 2. Using zg0 = 1, z91 = x, z92 = x3/3 - t ,  
and z93 = x6/45 - tx3/3 + XsX - t 2, we obtain that  
x x6/45 - tx3/3 + xx5 - t 2 
¢2 = x3/3_  t '  ~P2 = x3/3- -  t ' 
(1/6)x 3 + tx ~2 = (1/630)xS + (1/30)tx5 -- (1/6)XhX3 -- (1/2)t2x2 + xx7 -- tx5 
¢2 = (1/3)x 3 - t ' (1/3)x 3 - t ' 
and consequently, the corresponding rational solutions of (i)-(iv) are 
1 
w(¢~, ¢2) = 
X3/3 -- t '  
1 x 2 t 
u2 6 x ' 
1 x 2 18tx 5 - 75xhx 3 - 135t2x 2 + 315xTx - 315tx5 
v2 = 1-~ + 7 (x 6 - 15tx 3 + 45xsx - 45t 2) ' 
x 2 3tx 2 -- 5x 5 
W ~2,~}2 = 84 7 7 (za /3  - t ) '  
Finally, note that  the higher KdV flows Oz2,+lK = [K_~ +1/2, K], s = 2, 3 , . . . ,  (see [4]), for V, 
have counterparts  Oz2,+iL = [L(~ s+1)/4, L] for the various ws, v, and u, coming from the cor- 
responding Lax operator  L from Table 1. For s > 1, evolution equations similar to (i)-( iv) 
above can be derived and in this case, the rational solutions given here are also solutions of those 
equations in the variables x and X2s+l. 
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